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One-day Workshop: An Ins 'a/ . o_f 
10 11 mto Revised Accreditation Frame work o/NAAC 

.1e day NAAC sponsored worksh . I d . . . 
op ht e An Insight into Revised Accreditation Frame work of 

AAC' was attended by Dr Jaob· s· h . . 
· c Ir mg and Er. ChamJ eet Smgh at JC Bose University of Science 

nd Technology, YMCA, Faridabad on l ih February, 2020. 

fhe framework ofNAAC A ct· • 
ccre 1tahon has been recently revised and the idea of the workshop was 

to make participants aware f · . o vanous aspects so as to help them understand the underlymg context. 

Prof. S K Chakravarti (Retd. Professor, NIT Kurukshetra) delivered a key note session on "Quality 

Enhancement through NAAC RAF- prospects". He emphasized on maintaining proper records and 

evidence of all activities conducted in the institute. He suggested two calendars to be prepared by 

the institute, namely the Academic Calendar and the Activity Calendar. 

Prof. Sandeep Grover (JC Bose University, Faridabad) talked about "Revised NAAC RAF -

Process & Parameters". He discussed various parameters involved in accreditation process and 

highlighted the changes in new NAAC accreditation work. 

Prof. Tilak Raj (Dean Faculty, JC Bose University, Fa.ridabad) delivered a talk on "IQAC -

Formation, Functions & Impact". The speaker detailed about the formation and functioning of 

Internal Quality Audit Cell (IQAC) with various examples of his institute. He discussed the 

responsibilities and work ofIQAC which has direct bearing on the academics. 

Prof. Suresh Bedi (Retd.Professor, MDU, Rohtak) discussed about the "Best Practices in Higher 

Education". He emphasized that best practice in education of every institute might differ based on 

culture and region. He also discussed various administrative duties of management to uplift the 

academic and research environment of an institute by establishing goals and providing necessary 

aid before monitoring their progress. He proposed to form Peer Group Leaming Platform in every 

institute for sharing of knowledge and research outcome. 

Prof. Jagbir Singh 


